
 

Resolution Calling for Labor Defense Against Racist Police Terror 
 
Whereas, police racial profiling, stop and frisk and police terror and killings of black and brown people is rampant, with extra-judicial killings of 
black people on the street, as with Michael Brown, Eric Garner, Oscar Grant and John Deng serving as legalized lynching with only a 
complaint required for cause obviating the difference between states that do and states that do not have a death penalty, and while America has the 
largest incarcerated population in the world, disproportionately targeting the black and brown communities, and 
 
Whereas the police constitute an occupying armed force in these communities, where the role they play is not providing public safety but that of 
an army of racist terrorists whose job it is to keep people marginalized along racial lines, in order to keep working class and oppressed people from 
organizing together, particularly during this period of severe capitalist economic crisis where the ruling class fears social upheavals, and 
 
Whereas, a half century after the Civil Rights movement that ended formal, legal Jim Crow segregation, the social position of the black 
communities is as impoverished as ever, economic segregation relegates generations to chronic poverty, police state terror and hopelessness, and 
 
Whereas the police are being militarized as part of an increasingly Bonapartist state, as witnessed by the Johnson County acquisition of an 
MRAP, and 
 
Whereas, while the police are targeting the black, brown and immigrant communities today, resurgent labor and youth struggles will place the 
entire multi-racial working class in their sights, and 
 
Whereas the police and “intelligence services” are not part of the working class, and their primary job is providing  social control through 
strikebreaking and racist terror, their employee “benevolent associations” protect them when they violate the rights of workers and oppressed 
peoples, and 
 
Whereas racism divides the working class, and the oppression of  black and brown people drags the whole class down, morally, culturally and 
economically, when black, brown and other specially oppressed workers are treated as second-class citizens and  therefore a “last hired, first fired” 
super-exploited section of the working class exists, and 
 
Whereas these workers constitute a strategic section of the working class in America, with greater class consciousness and a higher unionization 
rate and concentration in strategic sections of the economy, and 
 
Whereas, the  multi-racial working class that is under attack will make no significant gains until they effectively defend the democratic rights of 
the oppressed black, brown and immigrant communities, as part of a fight for social and economic justice for the workers and all the oppressed,  
 
Therefore be it resolved that {your labor org here} condemns the Johnson County, Iowa purchase of the MRAP and demands that it be sent to 
the scrap heap, and 
 
Be it further resolved that {your labor org here} stands opposed to any expansion of the Johnson County, Iowa jail as well as any other increase 
in the repressive apparatus of the state, and 
 
Be it further resolved that {your labor org here} calls for the police and the police “unions” to be kicked out of the AFL-CIO, the Change to Win 
Labor Federation, and all national, state and city labor bodies thereof, and 
 
Be it further resolved that {your labor org here} shall immediately form a labor, black and brown action/struggle committee, drawing in the mass 
of the ranks, to educate, organize and mobilize labor defense of the black and brown communities against racist police terror, and 
 
Be it further resolved that said action/struggle committee will mobilize organized trade union contingents, with union marshals, to march in these 
anti-racist protests and to defend them against police attack, and 
 
Be it further resolved that said action/struggle committee shall convene mass democratic labor, black and brown assemblies to discuss, debate 
and decide the way forward, linking the struggle of organized labor to that of the black, brown and immigrant communities, to the unorganized 
workers and to the struggles of the low-wage fast food and big box store workers, and 
 
Be it further resolved that said action/struggle committee shall build and organize the labor political strikes that are necessary to fight the racist 
police terror, to meet every act of police beatings and killings with strike actions; “They shoot us down? We shut them down!”, and therefore we 
call for the democratic election of local union strike committees and delegates to inter-union strike committee bodies, and 
 
Be it further resolved that said action/struggle committee shall build and organize trained, disciplined, labor, black and brown self-defense guards 
to defend the oppressed communities against police violence, and 
 
Be it further resolved that {your labor org here} demands billions be provided for public works programs to eliminate want and provide 
dignified jobs for all  through spreading around the work by shortening the work week to 30 hours, while providing 40 hours pay, with wages and 
prices set by committees of workers and consumers’ representatives, and where the employers claim their coffers are empty, we will demand to 
open the books and nationalize the commanding heights of the economy without compensation to the big shareholders, and that those nationalized 
industries be run under workers control, and 
 
Be it finally resolved that {your labor org here} delegates shall take this resolution to the higher labor bodies, the Central Labor Councils and the 
State Federations, the {your labor org here} International Convention, as well as to the State Federation and AFL-CIO and Change to Win 
conventions. 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
{name} 
{offical union title} 


